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Know your data:
Transform your business

Digital
Intelligence

BAE Systems Data Lab engagement



Introduction
We live in a digital world. Data – information, in physical or digital form, is 
everywhere. Whereas some data might be an accidental byproduct of our actions, 
the truth is that most data is being generated for a reason. The power of this data 
should not be underestimated. When processed and analysed with the right 
tools and techniques, it can reveal valuable new insights into how a business can 
fulfil its mission, gain an advantage over the competition, identify new leads and 
opportunities, improve efficiency and reduce costs.

In this white paper we will:

• Introduce data and demonstrate how it can be used to transform your business

• Outline why many organisations struggle to fully exploit their data

• Introduce the BAE Systems Data Lab

• Demonstrate how the Data Lab can help you make data-driven decisions that drive greater success.
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What is data?
The term ‘data’ can be used to describe 
a wide range of facts, measurements, 
observations, numbers and words. Data 
can be generated manually (e.g. writing 
a blog post) or automatically (e.g. the 
event logs generated by all the electronic 
devices we use). Data volumes can vary 
from very small, to truly massive.

Data may be structured (e.g. well 
formatted in tables, rows and columns), 
unstructured (e.g. newspaper articles, 
images, or videos), or it can be 
somewhere in-between (e.g. a phone 
bill or bank statement).

Often there is further data about data 
i.e. metadata. For example the date
the data was created, and the author/
process that created the data. We may
also want to enrich the data we have
with external reference data to add
context, for example we may enrich
geographic data with population
statistics, or average monthly rainfall.

When gathering and processing data, 
systems rarely focus on just one type, 
but instead derive most value by 
collecting, processing and merging data 
from as wide a spectrum of sources            
as possible. 

The power of data
Often data will only become useful ‘information’ after 
some form of processing has taken place. This processing 
may include operations such as filtering, formatting, 
merging, cleansing and the application of analytics. 
Increasingly, more powerful data processing is being 
enabled through the use of Artificial Intelligence and 
Machine Learning. Furthermore, powerful and intuitive 
techniques for data visualisation are being developed 
that allow the insights gained from the data to be made 
available to wider audiences.

One way to think about the value that can be gained 
from data is to break it down by the types of question 
it can be used to answer. Descriptive Analysis can be 
used to determine what happened, whereas Diagnostic 
Analysis is used to determine why it happened. 
Predictive Analysis uses patterns from past data to try 
and determine what may happen in the future. Finally, 
Prescriptive Analysis is used to aid decision making by 
identifying what course of action would be best to take.

The insights from all these types 
of analysis can transform business 
operations by enabling powerful 
data-driven decisions.

The potential to answer a wide range of interesting, 
important or strategic questions applies to all industries or 
markets. In the examples on the next page, we consider 
several different areas of government interest and 
illustrate each of them with the Descriptive/Diagnostic/ 
Predictive/Prescriptive questions for which analysis of data 
could be used to determine answers.



Data in Government
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Transport

• How many delays did we have, how long were they and when did
they occur?

• What are the common factors? Can we determine what caused
the delays?

• Can we determine which areas or circumstances are most likely to
suffer from delays?

• What actions should we take to minimise delays –
e.g. re-routing, maintenance?

Central Government

• How much benefit is not being claimed by entitled beneficiaries?

• Which population groups are underclaiming on benefits?

• Can we predict whether a new individual will claim, how much, and
where they may not claim the full amount?

• Can we take action or make recommendations to ensure that an
individual claims what they are entitled to?

National Security

• Can we identify the key individuals behind the riot?

• Can we diagnose their motivation from social media activity?

• Can we use indicators e.g. sentiment on social media to predict when a
riot will occur in the future?

• What preventative action could we take from a prediction e.g.
government messaging, action against key individuals?
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Common issues organisations encounter with data 
exploitation: the small print about data
So, if data has the potential to deliver so much business value, what is the catch? Why is every organisation not 
already using data to best effect now?

To answer these questions we need to consider a few of the common hurdles which customers encounter when 
deciding to go down the data exploitation path:

• Lack of Data Literacy: Organisations don’t have the in-house capability to understand what is possible and
how it can be achieved, and what data needs to be captured.

• Lack of Data Skills: Organisations don’t have the technical or analytic skills to realise value from their data.

• Lack of Available Data: Organisations don’t have access to the data they need. This may be for
several reasons:

- The data they need is not available: Either the data is not being generated, or data sources are siloed
and those who need it are not able to access it.

- The data is not available in a suitable format: The format of chosen data is not compatible with the
systems the organisation would optimally use to process it.

• High Data Volumes: Organisations don’t have the resources to collect and store all the data being produced,
or don’t know what data can be discarded, and what should be kept.

• Data Storage: When data cannot be accessed quickly, the advantage of having it may be lost. How can
large volumes of data be stored cost-effectively, but in a way that makes it searchable and retrievable upon
demand in an acceptable timeframe?

• Legacy Systems: Technology platforms being used by organisations are often not compatible with modern
data collection and processing requirements. Challenges exist in integrating different systems to work
together, old or new.

• Data Integration: Data is generated by different systems in many forms. Significant challenges exist when
integrating these different forms of data together.

• Governance: National and industry regulations control which data can be stored, how it should be stored,
when it must be deleted, who may process it, and who may control it. Organisations often struggle in the
governance and management of data lifecycles.

• Budget: When organisations can’t estimate the potential return on investment which could come from
investing in their data, or the associated cost required for data management, processing and analysis,
it prevents them from creating a business case to present to the board, and perpetuates the lack of
budget available.

The upshot of these challenges is that many organisations find themselves overcome with the challenges 
they face. They sense that a better understanding of data could help them transform their business, but can’t 
predict the business benefits which could be just around the corner. To achieve this, they may need extra help     
or expertise. 
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Introducing the

Data Lab
BAE Systems has a rich heritage of working with data. Due to the nature of the work our company is engaged 
in across Land, Sea, Air, Space and Cyber, we have developed experience which is second-to-none in terms of 
understanding data in all its varied shapes and forms, in collecting, storing, analysing and presenting it at scale, 
on secure and reliable platforms - both physical and virtual - across many industries and vertical markets.

We understand data and analytics.

Our experience of understanding data in all its varied shapes and forms,
across many industries and vertical markets, is second-to-none.

For organisations that wish to exploit data to their best advantage but are struggling to do so, BAE Systems 
is now able to share this knowledge in the form of ‘Data Lab’ engagements. At a high level, a Data Lab 
engagement is a ‘proof-of-value’ experimental capability, where for a particular business use case agreed 
with the organisation, our experts prove to the customer the value they will get from improved integration and 
exploitation of data and the use of data analytics. In a Data Lab engagement, we help you determine what 
data you need to collect, how to analyse it, what the output of that analysis will be, and how it can add value 
to your business for a particular business use case. In some cases, the customer may extend the engagement 
and ask us to show how this output can be operationalised into a user-friendly Enterprise data solution for            
business users.  

Typically, Data Lab engagements are realised in two main defined phases of engagement, with an optional 
engineering engagement add-on, as elaborated on below:

Phase

1
Phase

2
Mobilisation and 
preparation

Developing data 
analytics and 
demonstrating the 
value of the data

Phase

3
The engineering of a 
repeatable platform for 
business users

Core Data Lab Optional Engineering Engagement

Figure 1: The Two Main Phases of a Data Lab Engagement with an Optional Add-on.
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Phase One: Mobilisation and Preparation
Mobilisation: 

• A sponsor is identified within the customer, who will work internally to champion the Data Lab and provide
support for any necessary requests raised by the BAE Systems team.

• Our data specialists prepare for the Data Lab engagement by defining and agreeing a defined business use
case  with the customer.

• The scope, objectives and outputs of the Data Lab are agreed with the customer, ensuring we establish and
understand any legal, policy and governance constraints.

• An initial BAE Systems team is mobilised, including the setting up of any required technology platforms and
tools.

Preparation: 

• The Data Lab team now consider the business problems in more detail, ranking them by priority
and feasibility.

• The team identifies the customer data necessary for collection and analysis, and considers how it can
best be acquired.
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Phase Two: Developing data analytics and  
demonstrating the value of the data
This is the core phase: we acquire the relevant data and determine what value can be derived by combining and 
analysing it. There are a number of tasks, which the Data Lab team run through iteratively - with multiple loops 
back to revalidate, obtain more data, or change course if a given approach is found not to work:

Data loading
Data is transferred onto the Data Lab platform. This will not be a one-off activity, but will be 
ongoing as new datasets are identified.

Data transformation, preparation and integration
The team will now identify, select, cleanse, standardise, transform and merge the data which 
is needed for analysis of the chosen business use case. This task can often consume 75% of 
Phase Two. 

Exploratory data analysis
The team will use its combined skill and experience to undertake exploratory data analysis in 
order to better understand the data before defining some hypothesis and discovering insights 
from the data.

Analytics building and validation
During this task the Data Lab team use their skills to develop and try out potential different 
ways of analysing the data. The development of candidate analytical approaches can be an 
experimental and iterative activity, with multiple unsuccessful approaches being discarded. 
Where possible, the team will liaise with the customer’s own specialists on a day-to-day basis.

Outputs
The goal of the Data Lab is to prove the value of data and its analysis for an agreed business 
use case. Depending on the project and the objectives, this may be achieved in a number of 
different ways, which may include one, or a combination of:  a report, a data set, a dashboard 
or visualisation, code or a prototype application.
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What is the secret sauce of a successful Data Lab                
(Phase One & Phase Two)?
BAE Systems has been working with data for a long time and has amassed wide ranging experience from 
organisations in a number of industries, often including national coverage at significant scale. Our experts 
understand how best to approach each new Data Lab engagement, and how to find a way to achieve the result 
our customers are looking for. Where permitted, our teams quickly embed themselves within a customer’s 
business to understand both their data and their problems. From sharing the customer perspective and learning 
from what it is they wish to achieve, we can use our external perspective, experience and expert knowledge of 
data to provide fresh insights to overcome problems and demonstrate the art of the possible.

The secret to achieving success in Phases One and Two lies with finding the correct mixture of People, Processes, 
Technology and Data, the balance and make up of which may change during the different phases of the Data 
Lab engagement. These will be looked at in more detail below:

Data: 
• Perhaps rather obviously, data is the most critical

component of the whole project. Identifying and
acquiring the correct available data is key. Once
potential data is identified, the time spent acquiring,
integrating it, and then formatting it appropriately
should not be underestimated.

Technology: 
• Platforms: The Data Lab team would normally set up

their own platforms unless a client organisation has
their own which is suitable for use. Core technology
components - based either on-premise or in the cloud -
would include a platform with appropriate data storage
and compute capabilities, data ingest services, analytic
technologies and development environments. In some
cases the Data Lab may require specialist hardware.

• Tools: The Data Lab will often utilise ‘best of breed’
open source tooling (e.g. Python, Java, R), however
the tooling used will ultimately be defined by the
requirements of each engagement, and any tooling
already in use by the customer’s organisation. Where
appropriate, BAE Systems proprietary applications such
as NetReveal and IntelligenceReveal may also be used.
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Processes:
• Business sponsorship: To succeed, it is essential to establish senior business sponsorship within the customer

organisation who will support the Data Lab, prioritise the business use cases and help overcome internal
blockers: this may include helping working with internal data owners who are reluctant to release their data.

• Business engagement: In the initial phases an agreed process of interaction with nominated customer
contact points is required to facilitate the elaboration and prioritisation of requirements for the selected
business case use.

• Data handling: An approach to acquiring and handling data in accordance with data privacy/GDPR, data
security and access constraints, must be agreed and implemented.

• Delivery methodology: An iterative approach is usually used to build and manage workstreams. This
identifies and builds a backlog of data handling, collection and analytical requirements and then tracks
progress and reprioritises every 2-4 weeks.

People:
• The Data Lab will primarily be run by BAE Systems specialists from a range of data and technology

disciplines which - depending upon the use case - could include: data scientists, data analysts, software
engineers, a project manager, and a solution/data architect. Where possible the team should also include
a number of domain experts from the customer, who can help drive the direction of the work and interpret
the significance of any results.

Data 
Architecture

Enterprise Data Architect: The Designer
Owns the current and future data and technology landscape

Data   
Advisory

Data Strategist: The Visionary
Owns the definition and delivery of our clients vision for data

Data Analyst: The Translator
Owns the translation of data into business insight

Data        
Science

Data Scientist: The Investigator
Owns the translation of data into insight

Data 
Engineering

Data Engineer: The Builder
Owns the production of industrialised data pipelines

Enabling 
organisations to 
capture, organise 
and manage data

Enabling 
organisations to 
harness the power 
of data to solve 
business problems

Enabling 
organisations to 
extract value from 
data and improve 
decision making

Enabling the 
industrialisation of 
Data Solutions

Figure 2: The Key Members of a Customer Data Lab team.
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Optional Phase Three: The engineering of an             
Enterprise data solution for business users 
Having demonstrated the value of data to a customer using prototype software, analytics and potential 
visualisation techniques, customers may further engage BAE Systems to Phase Three. This additional optional 
phase would involve solidifying the capability into a repeatable, robust process or platform for business users, 
or evolving the output from Phase Two into a supported service offering which can be deployed into the wider 
customer business. 

The extent of a Phase Three engagement will vary from project to project, depending upon customer 
requirements, which may itself have evolved and expanded during the course of the earlier Phase One and 
Phase Two Data Labs. 

Output from a Phase Three engagement would typically include the development of a set of enduring data 
services that are rolled out into the business. These may include the provision of all or a combination of:

• Formalised data ingest services for loading data onto the platform

• Data processing services for handling, processing, integrating and enriching data

• Analytics services, for providing analytics components and managing analytics output

• An application to enable business users to analyse data and generate reports or visualise the results.
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In extending the scope of the Data Lab to include Phase Three, additional Data, People, Processes and 
Technology considerations may then be included, as follows: 

Data
To move forward to an Enterprise solution, consideration must be given to ensuring that the proper pipelines and 
governance are in place to make the right data available on an ongoing basis.

Technology
This would include an increased focus on producing production-level analytics and processes ensuring a more 
mature, sustainable and robust engineering approach to develop the data platforms and analytics.

Processes
Depending on the scope of the business use case, necessary additional processes may include:

Data governance
Expanding consideration of the data handling processes to ensure formality over data lifecycles on the system 
(acquisition, retention, destruction), and tracking of data and analytics provenance

Assurance processes
Including analytic model assurance  -  to ensure that they are fit for purpose, and their limitations 
are understood 

Ease of engagement
Establishing and formalising a ‘front door’ to the system to enable the client user community to raise 
requirements and receive guidance on delivery timescales 

Dataset Maintenance
Establish appropriate processes for the maintenance and monitoring of any datasets or analytics created by the 
Data Lab

Establishing internal terms and conditions/SLAs
Providing guidance on how a Phase 3 capability will work with requirements’ owners/end-users covering how 
problems will get prioritised/resolved, how solutions will be deployed, and how end-users will be trained on 
using new capabilities.

People
As the output of the Data Lab is formalised into engineered products and a service which is delivered into 
the customer organisation, more direct input from Data Engineers and Data Architects may be required and 
additional data engineering and software development resources may be needed by the customer from the 
range of skills shown earlier in Figure (2). 
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Summary
Organisations are increasingly becoming aware of the 
power of data to help them find competitive advantage, 
cut operational costs, increase efficiencies, and establish 
better, longer lasting relations with existing and new 
customers. However, as the volume and variety of 
data which organisations produce increase and the 
regulations governing the storage of data evolve, 
understanding what data should be collected, how it 
should be stored, and how it can be analysed to realise 
its true potential, is becoming increasingly complex. 

BAE Systems are experts in data. To help customers 
who wish to get to know their data and how it can be 
used to fuel growth, greater profitability, and enhanced 
business case success, BAE Systems now offer the                        
BAE Systems Data Lab Engagement.

To learn more about the Data Lab 
Engagement discussed in this white 
paper, please contact us. 
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We are Digital Intelligence
BAE Systems Digital Intelligence is home to 4,800 digital, cyber and intelligence experts. 
We work collaboratively across 16 countries to collect, connect and understand complex 
data, so that governments, nation states, armed forces and commercial businesses can 
unlock digital advantage in the most demanding environments. Launched in 2022, 
Digital Intelligence is part of BAE Systems, and has a rich heritage in helping to defend 
nations and businesses around the world from advanced threats.
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